Preparing your extended abstract(s) for 9IKC
All abstracts must be submitted on the authorised template which you may download by clicking here. This is a
Microsoft Word file called 9IKC-A-extended_abstract.doc in which authors may type or copy and paste their
abstracts for submission. Only the styles listed below should be used and they should be used as shown in the
example abstract which you may download 9IKC_abs_example.pdf. Please do not edit styles.
Equations and tables may be included in abstracts, along with photos / figures. Ensure that each illustration
has a caption. A caption should comprise a brief title (not on the figure itself) and a description of the
illustration. Keep text in the illustrations themselves to a minimum but explain all symbols and abbreviations
used.
Extended Abstracts will only be available online and on CD.
A summary of styles (all are in the MS Word template):
* Page and paragraph set-up: please adjust your word processor's setting for Din A4 (21 x 29,7 cm), portrait
orientation. The abstract (including any figures/photos) must not exceed three pages with these settings.
Abstracts which do run over length may be rejected or truncated for publication.
* Enter the title by clicking on the text and replacing it with your title. The title should be largely in lower
case, and does not need punctuation at the end.

* For section header „title“ use the style TIMES NEW ROMAN (16 pt bold) –
centered alignment
* For section header „author“ use the style TIMES NEW ROMAN (12 pt bold) – centered
alignment
* For section header „affiliation“ use the style TIMES NEW ROMAN (11 pt plain - cursive) –
centered alignment
* For text use the style TIMES NEW ROMAN (10 pt plain) – left and right justified alignment
* Graphics: all figures must be in either GIF, TIFF or jpeg format
* For references use the style TIMES NEW ROMAN (9 pt plain).

References: All publications cited in the text should be presented in a list of references following the text of the
manuscript. In the text refer to the author's name (without initials) and year of publication (e.g. "Since Peterson
(1993) has shown that..." or "This is in the agreement with results obtained later (Kramer, 1994)"). For three or
more authors use the first author followed by "et al.", in the text. The list of references should be arranged
alphabetically by authors' names. The manuscript should be carefully checked to ensure that the spelling of
authors' names and dates are exactly the same in the text as in the reference list. Note that in the Reference list
all journal titles should be given in full, e.g. "Earth and Planetary Science Letters", not "Earth Planet.
Sci. Letts.".
References should be given in the following form:
Kisabeth, J.L., 1979. On calculating magnetic and vector potential field due to large-scale magnetospheric current systems
and induced currents in an infinitely conducting earth. In: Olson, W. P. (Ed.), Quantitative Modelling
Magnetospheric Processes. American Geophysical Union.
monitoring by stars occultation. Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics. Reprint No. 33, Moscow (in Russian).
Vijayakumar, G., Parameswaran, R., Rajan, R., 1998. Aerosols in the atmospheric boundary layer and its association with
surface wind speed at a coastal site. Journal of Atmospheric and Solar-Terrestrial Physics 60 (16), 1531-1542.
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